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SOFTWARE FOR ADMINISTRATORS 

 

FAXINATION  - Enterprise Faxing   

Faxination offers intelligent data capture and digitization of paper documents, fax and email attachments. Integrate 

business data into existing systems, workflows and processes with a highly optimized platform. Modular in design, 

components can be mixed and matched to meet any deployment requirements all with secure end to end processing, 

logging and management options for regulatory compliance. 

 

LIQID DATACENTRE 

Unlock cloud-like agility from your datacenter at any scale and experience new levels of resource utilization and 

operational efficiency. 

Disaggregate and Compose Your Datacenter 

Liqid composable infrastructure leverages industry-standard data center components to deliver a flexible, scalable 

architecture built from pools of disaggregated resources. Compute, networking, storage, GPU, FPGA, and Intel® Optane™ 

memory devices are interconnected over intelligent fabrics to deliver dynamically-configurable bare-metal servers, 

perfectly sized, with the exact physical resources required by each deployed application. 

 

Our solutions and services enable infrastructure to adapt and approach full utilization. Processes can be automated to 

realize further efficiencies to better address data demand associated with next-generation applications in AI, IoT 

deployment, DevOps, Cloud and Edge computing, NVMe- and GPU-over-Fabric (NVMe-oF, GPU-oF) support, and beyond. 

UDOCX - Convert business documents into smart digital files 

Udocx is a cloud based solution which allows businesses to automatically process documents, fully integrated with Office 

365. Whether paper or digital, documents can be filed based on your business needs. Benefit from form recognition with 

metadata extraction, page splitting, and workflow integration. Boost regulatory compliance with a centralized document 

store, giving you total access to all your data. 

 

SQL TOOLS 

SQL database tools pack that extends Microsoft SSMS with many essential features aimed at boosting developer 

productivity and reducing expenses while performing routine tasks. 

 

DBFORGE STUDIO 

A powerful integrated development environment for the efficient SQL Server database management, administration, 

development, data generation and reporting, and much more. 

 

DBFORGE FOR MySQL 

dbForge Studio for MySQL is a universal GUI for managing, developing and administrating MySQL and MariaDB databases. 

The tool allows you to create and execute queries, develop and debug routines, and automate database object 

management in the convenient environment. 

 

https://www.devart.com/dbforge/sql/studio/
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DBFORGE FOR ORACLE  

dbForge Studio for Oracle is a powerful integrated development environment (IDE) which helps Oracle developers to 

increase PL/SQL coding speed, provides versatile data editing tools for managing in-database and external data. 

 

ODBC DRIVERS 

Devart ODBC Drivers provide high-performance and feature-rich connectivity solutions for ODBC-compliant applications to 
access the most popular databases directly from Windows, macOS, and Linux, both 32-bit and 64-bit. Drivers fully support 
standard ODBC API functions and data types, multiple server data types and features. 

Our drivers provide direct access to your databases and clouds, which eliminates the need for database client libraries, 
simplifies the deployment process, and extends your application capabilities. 

TREESIZE  

Main Features at a Glance 

Efficient Disk Space Management & Reporting 

Versatile File Search 

File Management & Disk Cleanup 

Exporting 

Track Growth 

Customized Analyses & Views 

Scheduled Scans 

High Performance Thanks to Multithreading 

Full NTFS Support 

Perfect Integration With the Windows Explorer 

 

DEVART EXCEL ADD-INS 

Devart Excel Add-ins allow you to work with database and cloud data in Microsoft Excel as with usual Excel spreadsheets. 

With Devart Excel Add-ins you can get exactly the data you need with visual Query Builder or with SQL and refresh the 
queried external data in a workbook any time with a single click. External data can be edited as you usually do it in Excel, 
and then saved back to the data source. 

• Connect Microsoft Excel to various data sources 

• Work with live data directly in Excel 

• Modify external data easily 

• Save modified data back to the data source 

 

DYNAMIC SIGNATURES - Centrally controlled Outlook Email Signatures 

With DynamicSignature you can control the email signature layout and govern which information is included in the 

employee’s email signature. Make different outlook email signatures for divisions in your organization and create email 

signatures for new and reply emails. 

All the needed user information to create your email signatures and deploy them is already at your disposal in Active 

Directory. You maintain your users email signature information right where it is most logical. In AD. Hence the burden of 

administration is near non-existing. 

An elegant solution to a big problem. 
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CORNERSTONE MFT 

Enterprise MFT Server Solution with high availability and failover to eliminate downtime. Advanced automation for 
improved productivity, SFTP Server for file transfers, and security that exceeds industry standards. 

 

WEBDRIVE  

WebDrive maps a network drive letter to your Cornerstone server, giving your users a way to access files that’s consistent 
with the way they already work. Whether your users are on your network or work remotely, WebDrive provides file access 
through the familiar interface of Windows Explorer or Mac Finder — and from within every desktop application. This 
instantly familiar interface reduces training and technical support effort. 
 

DMZEDGE  

DMZedge is a reverse proxy server that provides perimeter security for your Cornerstone implementation. Enabling you to 
close ports on your firewall, Cornerstone dynamically opens outbound ports to communicate with DMZedge. User requests 
are sent by the DMZedge server to Cornerstone as a response on the dynamically opened channel. Working exclusively as a 
passthrough, no data is ever stored on or outside your firewall. 
This option for Cornerstone provides virtual authentication by acting as a proxy for authentication to the backend server, 
including authentication to existing Active Directory or LDAP server implementations. SHA-3 hashing cyphers, the latest 
encryption levels approved by NSA, are supported levels of secure communication for all SRT products. 
 
 

TEAMVIEWER  – Remote Access, Be Right There, Right Now 

Remote support, remote access, and online meeting software that the world relies on – 1 billion installations and 20+ 
million devices online at any time. 

DIGICERT CERTIFICATES –  2048-Bit SSL Certificates with Strong Encryption & 

Authentication  

 

What are SSL Certificates? SSL Certificates, sometimes called digital certificates, are used to establish a secure encrypted 

connection between a browser (user's computer) and a server (website). The SSL connection protects sensitive data, such 

as credit card information, exchanged during each visit (session). Whether you need to secure one or many domains, one 

or multiple servers, DigiCert offers a full line of SSL Certificate products to meet your needs.  

• Wildcard SSL ("Wildcard Plus"): Secure all servers and subdomains on a given domain with one certificate. 

• Single Certificate ("SSL Plus"): Secure a single server with a single name. 

• Multi-Domain (SAN) Certificate ("MD SAN Certificate"): Secure up to 25 server names – with one 

certificate. 

• Extended Validation Certificate ("EV Plus"): Activate the green bar in newer browsers. 

• DigiCert Extended Validation Multi-Domain Certificate ("EV MD Certificate"): Secure up to 25 

server names with EV security – with one certificate. 

 

EXCHANGE SERVER TOOLBOX  

 

o Distributed installation - Mange the configuration centrally on one server and let it be 
transferred automatically to other servers. 

https://www.jam-software.com/exchange_server_toolbox/installations.shtml
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o Plugin for the Microsoft Exchange Server - seamlessly integrates into the server environment. 
o The Exchange Server Toolbox will also work as plug-in for the open source hMailServer - all 

features included. 
o Simple and clear configuration interface. 
o Extensive set of rules for processing incoming mail, e.g. automatically pass certain messages 

to external programs. 
o Rules can be applied to internal emails (Exchange Server 2007 and higher). 
o Variables can be used as placeholders to process text content of emails - e.g. in personalized 

out-of-office-notices or as part of the order process. 
o Avoid lawsuits: Blacklist email recipients and make sure that no unwanted email is sent out. 
o You can use a rule to compress and combine email attachments. 

 

SERVER SENTINEL  

ServerSentinel enables versatile and reliable monitoring of your server and network services as well as of local resources. 
The software processes data collected by various sensors and uses rule-based alerts to inform you on failures or 
irregularities. Analyze the stored data and make sure to prevent future system failure. 
 

SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS 

 

THINKCELL  - A wealth of features in Powerpoint  

Think-cell smoothly integrates into PowerPoint and brings you 40+ chart types, dozens of data-driven visual enhancements 
and other unique features, which you can find listed on this page.  

You can simply access all features through the think-cell ribbon group, the circular context menu and direct one-click 
manipulation with your mouse. 

MIND MANAGER – Mind Mapping Software 

MindManager is a commercial mind mapping software application developed by Mindjet. The software provides ways for 
users to visualize information in mind maps and flowcharts. MindManager can be used to manage projects, organize 
information, and for brainstorming. 

UTLRASEARCH PROFESSIONAL  

 

Ultra fast and efficient search 

 

o Get first results already while entering a search pattern. 
o Search for files and folders across multiple drives. 
o Look inside text, Word or PDF and search for content. 
o Customized file types to search for Office files, documents, music or videos with different file 

extensions. 
 

 

https://www.jam-software.com/exchange_server_toolbox/exchange-server-toolbox-on-hmailserver.shtml
https://www.jam-software.com/exchange_server_toolbox/rule_system_exchange_server.shtml
https://www.jam-software.com/exchange_server_toolbox/regular_expression.shtml
https://www.jam-software.com/exchange_server_toolbox/blacklist-email-recipients.shtml
https://www.jam-software.com/ultrasearch_professional/file_types.shtml
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FUSIONCHARTS SUITE XT 

FusionCharts helps you build beautiful dashboards for your web & mobile projects. With extensive documentation, cross-

browser support, and a consistent API, it is easier than ever to add interactive and responsive charts. From simple charts 

like line, column, and pie to domain-specific charts like heatmaps, radar, and stock charts we’ve got you covered. Start 

building your dashboards with FusionCharts today. 

 

SMARTDRAW 

Easier than Visio® 

SmartDraw is the only alternative to Visio® that runs on a Mac, online, and on Windows (and behind the firewall). With the 

best Visio® import and export capability in the industry, SmartDraw is the easy, powerful and affordable Visio® alternative. 

 

More Powerful than Office 

SmartDraw is more powerful and easier to use than the standard drawing tools included in Microsoft Office® and Google 

Workspace™. Any SmartDraw drawing can be inserted into Word®, Excel®, PowerPoint® as well as Google® Docs and 

Sheets.  

 

Get Started Quickly 

SmartDraw runs on any computer or tablet. It includes quick-start diagram templates for over 70 different diagram types 

from flowcharts to floor plans. Powerful automatic formatting means perfect layouts in minutes. 

 

LABEL MATRIX BARCODE SOFTWARE  

Lay the foundation for growth with feature-rich barcode label software 

 
o Barcode label software for simple labeling needs 
o Helpful built-in wizards 
o Familiar Windows user interface 

 
o Over 100 barcode symbologies 
o Automatically update date stamps 
o Easily transition to LABELVIEW or CODESOFT 

SENTINEL 

Label printing automation 

Eliminate the need for manual data entry, reduce errors, and simplify the printing process with label printing automation. 

TEKLYNX’ print automation solution, SENTINEL, enables printing out of an ERP, WMS, or other business systems, including 

custom applications. 

 

Automate label printing 

Print to unlimited printers across entire enterprise 

 

Initiate printing directly from any business system 

Create labels with CODESOFT 

 

https://www.smartdraw.com/visio/visio-alternative.htm
https://www.smartdraw.com/visio/visio-alternative.htm
https://www.smartdraw.com/integrations/
https://www.smartdraw.com/diagrams/?exp=ste
https://www.smartdraw.com/templates/?exp=ste
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SOFTWARE FOR DEVELOPERS 

 

ALTOVA MISSION KIT - Toolkit for XML, SQL, and UML information architecture and 

application development. 

Altova MissionKit is a software development suite of industrial-strength XML, SQL, and UML tools for information 

architects and application developers. MissionKit includes Altova XMLSpy, MapForce, StyleVision, and other key products 

for building today’s real-world software solutions.  

Strong synergy among all MissionKit tools takes your development and data integration projects to a level not possible 

with the standalone products. Choose Altova MissionKit to experience the full power of Altova’s developer tools.    

XMLSpy is the industry-leading XML development environment. 

XMLSpy is the industry’s best selling XML editor and development environment for all XML-related technologies. It offers 

the world’s leading schema designer, code generation, file converters, debuggers, profilers, full database integration, 

support for XSD, XSLT, XPath, XQuery, WSDL, SOAP, XBRL, and Office Open XML, and much more. 

MapForce 

MapForce is a visual data mapping and data integration tool.  

MapForce is an award-winning any-to-any graphical data mapping, conversion, and integration tool that maps data 

between any combination of XML, SQL database, EDI, XBRL, flat file, Excel, JSON, and/or Web service structures, then 

transforms data instantly or autogenerates royalty-free data integration code for the execution of recurrent conversions. 

StyleVision 

StyleVision is a stylesheet and report designer for XML, databases, and XBRL. 

StyleVision is an award-winning tool for designing compelling presentation layouts and document formats from input 

sources including XML, SQL databases, and XBRL. StyleVision makes the full presentation and format conversion power of 

XSLT readily available in a graphical design tool for HTML, Word, PDF, and Authentic® output. 

MobileTogether 

MobileTogether is a cross-platform mobile development environment 

MobileTogether is a revolutionary, cross-platform mobile development framework for building mobile apps for all 

platforms - in record time. It makes it easy to build apps that connect to back end data, and then deploy them to end users 

on Android, iOS, Windows Phone 8, Windows 8 and 10, and other devices. Finally, it's easy and affordable to equip end 

users with the information they need to be productive on their device of choice.  
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UModel 

UModel is UML tool for software modeling and application development. 

UModel is the UML tool that makes visual software design practical for any project.Visually design application models in 

UML and generate Java, C#, or Visual Basic .NET code and project documentation. Or, reverse engineer existing programs 

into UML 2 diagrams, then fine tune your designs and complete the round trip by regenerating code.  

DiffDog 

DiffDog is a unique diff/merge tool for files, directories, and databases. 

DiffDog is a powerful, XML-aware diff / merge utility for files, directories, and database schemas and tables. DiffDog makes 

it easy to compare and merge text or source code files, synchronize directories, and compare database schemas and 

tables. DiffDog also provides advanced XML-aware differencing and editing capabilities. 

DatabaseSpy 

DatabaseSpy is a multi-database query, design, and comparison tool. 

DatabaseSpy connects to all major databases, easing SQL editing and other tasks much more affordably than single-

database solutions with features like table browsing, data editing, SQL auto-completion, visual table design, database 

comparison, database conversion, chart creation, and more.  

SchemaAgent 

SchemaAgent is a visual tool for managing XML-based file relationships. 

SchemaAgent is a visionary tool for analyzing and managing relationships between XSD, XML, XSLT, and WSDL files across a 

project, an intranet, or even an enterprise. It allows you to view and manage XML file relationships easily via its graphical 

design view, and drag and drop to automatically configure imports, includes, and/or redefines (IIRs). 

Authentic 

Authentic is an electronic forms editor for XML and databases.  

Authentic is a powerful and dynamic electronic form editor for enterprise XML solutions. With Authentic, business users 

working with intuitive and dynamic forms can view and edit information stored in XML documents and SQL databases, and 

XBRL information management systems without being exposed to the underlying technology. 
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ATLAS TI  - QDA Software  

For those who want to see the big picture. For those who appreciate details. Reveal meanings and relationships. Ground 

your findings in the data. ATLAS.ti makes it easy for you. Gain rich insights with the most intuitive and powerful QDA 

software. 

 

INTELLIJ - Enjoy productive java 

 

Every aspect of IntelliJ IDEA is specifically designed to maximize developer productivity. 

Together, powerful static code analysis and ergonomic design make development not only productive but also an 

enjoyable experience. 

Deep intelligence - After IntelliJ IDEA's indexed your source code, it offers blazing fast and intelligent experience by giving 

relevant suggestions in every context: instant and clever code completion, on-the-fly code analysis and reliable refactoring 

tools.  

Out-of-the-box experience - Mission-critical tools such as integrated version controls systems and a wide variety of 

supported languages and frameworks are at hand — no plugin hustle included. 

 

RESHARPER - Code quality analysis 

 

Code quality analysis 

On-the-fly code quality analysis is available in C#, VB.NET, XAML, ASP.NET, JavaScript, TypeScript, CSS, HTML, and XML. 

ReSharper will let you know if your code can be improved and suggest automatic quick-fixes. 

 

PHP STORM - Lightning-smart PHP IDE 

Major frameworks supported - PhpStorm is perfect for working with Symfony, Drupal, WordPress, Zend Framework, 
Laravel, Magento, CakePHP, Yii, and other frameworks. 

All PHP tools - The editor actually 'gets' your code and deeply understands its structure, supporting all PHP language 
features for modern and legacy projects. It provides the best code completion, refactorings, on-the-fly error prevention, 
and more. 

Front-end technologies included - Make the most of the cutting edge front-end technologies, such as HTML5, CSS, Sass, 
Less, Stylus, CoffeeScript, TypeScript, Emmet, and JavaScript, with refactorings, debugging and unit testing available. See 
changes instantly in the browser thanks to Live Edit. 

Built-in developer tools  - Perform many routine tasks right from the IDE, thanks to Version Control Systems integration, 
support for remote deployment, databases/SQL, command-line tools, Vagrant, Composer, REST Client, and many other 
tools. 

 

https://www.jetbrains.com/resharper/features/code_analysis.html
https://www.jetbrains.com/resharper/features/quick_fixes.html
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WEBSTORM - The smartest JavaScript IDE  

Lightweight yet powerful IDE, perfectly equipped for complex client-side development and server-side development with 
Node.js 

 

PYCHARM - Python IDE for Professional Developers  

Be More Productive - Save time while PyCharm takes care of the routine. Focus on bigger things and embrace the 
keyboard-centric approach to get the most of PyCharm’s many productivity features. 

Get Smart Assistance - PyCharm knows everything about your code. Rely on it for intelligent code completion, on-the-fly 
error checking and quick-fixes, easy project navigation, and much more. 

 

RUBYMINE  - The Most Intelligent Ruby and Rails IDE 

Work Faster with a Smart Editor 

Produce high-quality code more efficiently, thanks to first-class support for Ruby and Rails, JavaScript and CoffeeScript, ERB 

and HAML, CSS, Sass and Less, and more. 

Take advantage of language specific-aware syntax & error highlighting, code formatting, code completion, and quick 

documentation. 

APPCODE – Smart IDE for iOS/OS X development 

Intelligent development  environment 

Thanks to an in-depth understanding of your code structure, AppCode takes care of your routine tasks and saves you from 

extra typing. 

 

CLION - A cross-platform IDE for C and C++ 

Smart C and C++ editor- Thanks to native C and C++ support, including C++11 standard, libc++ and Boost, CLion knows your 

code through and through and takes care of the routine while you focus on the important things. 

Navigation - Instantly navigate to a symbol's declaration or context usages, search through the whole project for a class, 

file or symbol by its name, find your way through the code base with structure and hierarchical views. 
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Code generation - Add class members, override/implement functions, generate constructors/destructors, getters/setters, 

equality, relational and stream output operators, wrap a block of code with a statement, or generate a declaration from 

actual usage - all via simple keyboard shortcuts. 

Refactoring - Rename symbols, move members up/down the hierarchy, change function signature, and be sure CLion’s 

automated refactorings will accurately propagate the appropriate changes throughout your code. 

DELPHI ACCESS COMPONENTS 

Delphi Data Access Components allow developing multi-platform applications in Embarcadero RAD Studio, Delphi, 

C++Builder, Lazarus, and Free Pascal on Windows, Linux, macOS, iOS, and Android, for both 32-bit and 64-bit platform. 

They are terrific tools that provide direct access to popular databases such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, 

InterBase, Firebird, PostgreSQL, SQLite, as well as clouds - Salesforce, FreshBooks, SugarCRM and many others. Moreover, 

we offer a mature ORM framework for Delphi. 

 

SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATION 

MIND MANGER FOR EDUCATION 

MindManager for Education: Learn easily - Better recall information - Have fun! 

The method of mind mapping is tried-and-tested, and has been implemented as part of learning methods all over the 
world. Not only do school pupils and students use this approach to prepare and structure presentations and subject 
matter, but visual learning methods also help teachers to structure lessons in a professional, varied and student-friendly 
way. 

FOR STUDENTS 

The visual presentation of mind maps enables a better understanding and increased power to recall the content of the 
lessons. Informative texts are structured clearly, and with the help of the intuitive user interface, projects and 
presentations are easily mapped out. 

FOR TEACHERS 

Thanks to the clear structure of lesson materials in mind maps, subject matter can be better imparted and lessons become 
more varied. Linking different sources of information and collecting documents in a folder help to structure lessons in a 
professional and student-friendly way. 

The combination of image and text items addresses both halves of the brain, which strengthens the memory and makes it 

easier for students to recall learned knowledge within a short space of time. 

 

ATLAS TI FOR EDUCATION  

Undergraduate, graduate and doctoral students can apply for a specially priced license type to use the unrestricted 

program version of ATLAS.ti in their degree studies. 


